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Building Your
Third-Party Security
Management Program
with Panorays

Introduction
Building a third-party security risk program may seem complex;
however, with automation, it’s easy to create an efficient and effective process.
Managing third-party security risk involves many different stakeholders within an organization,
and that's why Panorays was built as an automated, easy-to use, comprehensive platform.
It unites different departments within a company as well as all of their suppliers — giving
everyone a single, unified place to communicate, collaborate and most importantly, remediate
third-party security risk. Panorays automates, accelerates and scales the third-party security
evaluation and management process so customers can quickly and easily manage risk,
reduce the likelihood of breaches, ensure vendor compliance with regulations and policies
and improve their cybersecurity posture across the board. Best of all, Panorays’ customers
can focus on managing risk instead of the tedious process of manually collecting data about
vendor security practices.
Let’s review the steps involved in third-party security and how Panorays helps,
starting with who is typically involved.

Third-Party Security Stakeholders
Like all good relationships, there are two parties involved. In the case of thirdparty security, there are evaluators — companies like yours, working with a
variety of suppliers, and the suppliers themselves.

Evaluator’s Business Owner
Imagine your marketing team needs to use a new analytics
platform. That makes them the business owner of that
supplier. They select new suppliers based on business
needs, but also need help from the security team to make
sure they can safely do business together with new third
parties.

Evaluator’s Security Team
As the security Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the
organization, your security team needs to interpret the risk
impact of third-party cyber gaps on your company. That’s
why when your security team receives a new vendor
request from the business owner, they start the security
vetting process as part of the vendor onboarding.
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Supplier’s Security Team
Your supplier also has a security team in place, which will
now need to prove their company complies with your
security policies and requirements. Once you determine
they are not a risk to your company, your company and
the new supplier can start doing business together.

Business impact

Defining the Supplier’s
Inherent Risk
When you start assessing the risk level associated with a new supplier,
you need to first define the “inherent risk” of the relationship. Not all risk
is the same — a paper supplier is less of a risk than one that connects to
your network or processes large amounts of consumer data. Consider
the business and technology relationship with your supplier — is this
supplier exposed to sensitive, regulated information? Are the services
or products they provide critical to your business continuity? Only by
understanding the actual business impact of each supplier can you take
a risk-based approach to managing a large portfolio of suppliers.
Your business owner and security team will classify the supplier's
inherent risk and determine the frequency of reviews. Then your
security team will decide if they would like the supplier to remediate
cybersecurity gaps, sometimes in coordination with the supplier’s
security team. In many companies, the different stakeholders form a
Supplier Risk Committee, which meets on a periodic basis (weekly,
biweekly, or in some cases monthly) to collaborate.
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Monitoring
Continue to monitor your supplier
to detect any cyber gaps.
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Approval
Approve the supplier or reject
it based on your company’s risk
tolerance.
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Remediation
Work with the supplier on closing
the cyber gaps.
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Engagement
Communicate with the supplier to
achieve clarity regarding its security
and privacy capabilities.
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Analysis
Evaluate the supplier’s security posture
based on collected data, such as
questionnaires and attack surface
assessment, and perform a gap analysis.
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A typical third-party security process
normally follows these steps:

There are typically two common ways to
evaluate the cyber posture of your third party:

External attack surface assessment
Non-intrusive assessment of a supplier’s digital
perimeter, reflecting its cyber posture.

The Third-Party
Security Risk Process
Using Panorays
Panorays is an automated, easy-to-use thirdparty security platform that manages the
whole process from inherent to residual risk,
remediation and ongoing monitoring. It is
the only such platform that enables easy
collaboration and communication between
companies and suppliers, resulting in efficient
and effective risk remediation in alignment with a
company’s security policies and risk appetite.

Security questionnaires
Assessment of a supplier's internal security controls and
how it stacks up to your company’s security standards.

Unlike other solution providers, Panorays combines automated, dynamic security
questionnaires with external attack surface assessments and business context to
provide organizations with a rapid, accurate view of supplier cyber risk.

Inherent Risk Definition
Using Panorays, your business owner and security team can easily assess the inherent risk
of the relationship with their supplier. After properly defining the business and technology
relationship in a few easy steps, the platform recommends the level of inherent risk that should
be attributed to each supplier. The inherent risk is reflected in Panorays’ cyber risk assessment,
providing you with an accurate picture of risk according to actual business impact.

Step 1

Analysis

Cyber Posture Rating

Panorays is the only platform that combines two types of risk
assessments into a single, holistic view of a third-party’s cyber risk,
taking into consideration the inherent risk of each supplier:
External Attack Surface Assessment
Panorays non-intrusively evaluates your vendor’s attack surface through
the analysis of externally available data. To ensure a comprehensive
view of your third party’s digital perimeter, Panorays performs hundreds
of tests, such as collecting information on exposed assets or a lack of
security best practices. Tests are performed to assess three different
layers: Network & IT, Application and Human layers, considering the
effect of human behavior on the supplier’s attack surface.
Smart Questionnaires
Panorays’ automated, customizable security questionnaires include only
the questions that are relevant for each supplier (in the language they
require), based on the level of inherent risk. You can either choose from
a built-in Panorays template, customize a standard questionnaire such
as SIG or CAIQ, or create your own questionnaire based on internal
company policies. Your security team can easily track progress, typically
receiving answers within 8 days.
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By combining the results of the external attack
surface assessment, answers to Panorays’ customized
questionnaires and business context, Panorays
evaluates the residual risk of the relationship.
Remediation Planning
Panorays provides actionable insights for remediation
planning. Based on a detailed description of cyber
gaps from both the supplier’s external assessment
and response to questionnaires, Panorays provides
easy-to-follow instructions for remediation.
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Supplier Communication

Step 2-3

Engagement &
Remediation
In this stage, your security team collaborates with the
supplier as they work on addressing the cyber gaps.
As the only solution that allows in-platform engagement,
Panorays eliminates the friction between evaluator and
supplier, enabling communication, collaboration and
remediation. Your security team gains control over their
suppliers’ security by pinpointing cyber gaps and providing
a remediation plan. The team can customize Panorays’
suggested remediation plan and monitor progress using
the platform. Suppliers easily understand their security
gaps and can dispute or validate findings within the
platform to achieve accuracy.

Mandy Smith (Robotics AI). 29 minutes ago
A request has been made by the evaluator
about this questionnaire.
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Step 4

Approval

Risk

Using the platform, your security team can
quickly approve and onboard suppliers that are
in alignment with your organization’s security
policies, regulations and risk appetite.
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Step 5

Continuous
Monitoring
Panorays continuously updates the cyber risk
assessment based on changes to your supplier’s
external footprint, responses to questionnaires and the
feedback loop between you and your supplier. Your
security team will receive live alerts about any security
changes or breaches to the supplier.
Your security team can decide on a cyber rating
threshold, below which your company will take action.
They may ask the supplier’s team to become involved
when there are important new findings.
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Rinse & Repeat
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You and your supplier’s security teams repeat
the due diligence process, ensuring the
company has an updated picture of security
risk. If your supplier has changes to risk level
or new critical findings, you can require
implementing Panorays’ remediation plan so
you can continue doing business together.
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On the anniversary of an initial review,
depending on the periodic review frequency
decided at the beginning of the process, you
need to refresh the supplier information in
the Panorays platform. You need to ask your
supplier to update the questionnaire in case
policies or procedures have changed.
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Conclusion:

Saving Precious
Time and Money
Our customers report that they have shortened the new
supplier onboarding process from months to just a few
days. On average, Panorays customers receive completed
questionnaires from suppliers within 8 days, while an
external assessment can be completed in just a few
hours. Using Panorays to automate third-party security
management increases efficiency and effectiveness,
helps you onboard vendors more quickly and assures
your suppliers are in alignment with your company’s
security policies, regulations and risk appetite.

About Panorays
Panorays is a rapidly growing provider of third-party security risk
management software, offered as a SaaS-based platform. The company
serves enterprise and mid-market customers primarily in North
America, the UK and the EU, and has been adopted by leading banking,
insurance, financial services and healthcare organizations, among others.
Headquartered in New York and Israel, with offices around the world,
Panorays is funded by numerous international investors, including Aleph
VC, Oak HC/FT, Imperva Co-Founder Amichai Shulman and former CEO
of Palo Alto Networks Lane Bess. Visit us at www.panorays.com

Any questions about getting started with Panorays?
Please click here to get in touch >
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